MEMORANDUM FOR: Col. Cooney

Subject: Prisoner Handling Recommendations

The information contained in this paper is based on a very limited understanding of the procedures and conditions that exist at Camp X-Ray. We suspect that the Task Force has considered many or all of these recommendations.

Cardinal Pre-Conditions for Interrogation Detention Operations:

1. Isolated cells
2. Control of all communication (visual and verbal)
3. Segregation of population (trouble makers/leaders/cooperators) ASAP
4. Power to grant or remove privilege or status
5. Constant cooperative dialogue between guard and interrogator staffs
6. Limit all non critical observers from the facility and ensure prisoners can not be monitored by sources "outside the fence"
7. Conduct shift change over brief for all prison and interrogation staff with each rotation

Specific Recommendations:

Enforce the strictest "base line" prison behavior policy possible within ROE's

b. Ensure the punishment consequences are clearly more restrictive than "base line" rules
c. Taylor punishment consequences to maximize cultural undesirability
e. Taylor reward consequences to maximize cultural desirability